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Although this const:*Ltutes the final project report, there
are still several experiments underway which we anticipate
will result in publications, and in which the support of	 x
NASA under grant NAG 5-17 will be acknowledged. Reprints
and preprints of completed work are attached to this
report as an appendix, and completely describe the finished
studies. Only the incomplete work will be described below.
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1.	 RESEARCH PROJECTS STILL UNDERWAY
A.	 Two,Photon Excitation Cross-Section of Hydroxyl
Although in the ,last year's progress report we gave the
results
.,
 of a preliminary measurement of this cross-section
r
as	 2 x 10-01 cm4 -sec, this was subject to great uncertainty
because the laser was not completely characterized. The
primary problem in measuring multi-photon cross-sections
is dealing with the phase relationship between the photons
that are absorbed. Unless the illuminating laser is single
mode this problem is intractable.
Four approaches have been taken to this problem. Fi__,^ly,
one can with great eZfort construct a single mode laser
system (1). Secondly, if a good cross-section measurement
is available in the same spectral region, one can compare
the signal from the standard against that of the unknown.
In this case one must be sure that the quantum yield of
excited state is known, (2). Thirdly, one can use a non-linear
process which depends linearly on the strength of the
exciting laser to measure N(2) (3) . Fouscthly, one may
take advantage of the fact that the intensity dependence of
the doubled light produced in the first Marker fringe is
the same as that in two photon absorption (4). Thus the
two photon cross-section may be obtained by comparing the
amount of signal from the doubled light, to that from two
P
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photon excitation. The ratio is simply that of the one
and two photon cross-sections multiplied by the ratio
of the amount of doubled light (very small) to the undoubted
light.
The Marker fringes are the angular maxima of two photon
generation in a non-linear crystal, where there is no phase
matching. The first observed doubling in crystal quartz
was an example of Marker fringE production of frequency
doubled light (5).
In large molecules one must always worry about reaching different
(unknown) states in the two photon excitation as opposed to
those reached by single photon excitation. Such states can
have very different fluorescent lifetimes and emissions, which
would confuse the measurement: In small, well characterized
molecules such as hydroxyl, such confession does not exist.
Although the actual levels reached will be different because
of symmetry consideration, they will belong to the same
electronic state and their radiative lifetimes and quantum
yields for fluorescence will be well known.
We have set up an apparatus which will use the first Marker
.t
fringe doubling as a :andard for two photon cr)ss-section
measurements. The doubling will be done in a thin piece of
crystal quartz, where the doubling phenomina is well understood
and the non-linear index of refraction has been measured.
A sketch of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1, By using
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appropriate filters the two and one photon excitation signals
can be measured in cell 1 and compared to the one photon
signal in cell 2. Cell 2 serves as a reference for laser
mode and intensity stability and stability in the generation
of OR radicals.
	
These measurements are currently underway,
B. Marker Fringe Generation of Deep UV and VUV radiation.
Phase matching allows doubling efficencies of 0.5 and more.
However frequency doubling is a quite general phenomina requiring,
only a non-centrosymmetric uniaxial optical crystal. Indeed
one of the most interesting new surface analysis techniques is the
second harmonic generation in thin films deposit6d on conductors
(6). The price that one pays is efficency, which can drop
to 10 -6 or so, depending on the second order index of
refraction of the optical crystal. In regions of the spectrum
where phase matched frequency mixing is not possible, the
Marker fringe maxima may provide the most efficent source
of doubled light.
The problem is to find a non-linear crystal that transmits in
the VUV. Surprisingly, MgF 2 may be such a material. The
crystal is uniaxial, with the C axis having a different
index of refraction than the other two axes. At 1064 nm,
a small, but finite second order index of refraction has
been measured (7). Moreover, the elements of the stress
te ,asor are very small, indicating that the non-linearity
might be increased by putting the crystal in a vise.(8).
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We have obtained a MgF2
 single crystal, and are in the
process of polishing .it. (Almost all MgF9 windows are
provided with the C axis perpendicular to the face to avoid
polarization effects.)
It should be pointed out that such techniques as third
harmonic generation in gases provides about 1 J to 10 nJ
depending on the frequency. These levels (and perhaps more)
could be achieved using the MgF 2
 plate. Possible improvements
would be phase matching using pressure on the MgF2 crystal.
There would be a great improvement in the efficency if this
worked, however it would never approach the efficency of
doubling crystals without the Pressure because of inhomogeneities
introduced by the pressure. One should also check wbether
BaF crystals are more efficent, because of the heavies: Ba
atom.
C. CN(A2 7r,) Ra dative Lifetimes
The CN red system is among the most prominent emission in
cometary spectra and the spectra of cold stars. Interpretation
of these spectra is hindered by a lack of knowledge about
the radiative lifetime of the A state, especially with
respect to the vibrational quantum niimbers of the upper state.
The best measurements of CN(A2T , v> 2) lifetimes are those of
Miller (9) which used laser excitation of CN(X2,^ +) and
monitored the decay as a function of time. Their method of
production was t'e action of Ar metastables colliding with
1W
BrCN. This meant that the pressure in their system was
always 1 torr or higher. Under such conditions there is
a rapid exchange of population between the vibrational levels
of the A rnd X states of CN. The data in this experiment
was analyzed in terms of a complicated kinetic scheme and
the lifetimes were obtained as one of several parameters
from the best overall fit to the data.
We have compared the efficency of production of CN from
a. Ar metastables colliding wttL BrCN,
b. .fictive nitrogen colliding with CC14
and a variety of halogenated hydrocarbons,
c. and excimer laser photolysis of C2N2
and BrCN as developed in our laboratory.
We find the absolute signal to be at least two orders of magnitude
higher for the last method and the signal-to-noise to be
about three orders higher.
Measurements are underwE.y to obtain the A state lifetimes for
d	 levels v>2.  We anticipate being easily able to go to the
v=9 level and hope to reach the v--II level which is perturbed
by the CN (B 2A ) v=0 level.. The CN will be excited by
t
various dye lasers available in our laboratory and we will
measure the decay with a boxcar analyzer.
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Publications which acknowledge the support of NAG 5-17:
Papers published since the last report:
1. "Partitioning of Excess Energy in the Photolysis of
Cyanogen Chloride and Cyanogen Bromide at 193 nm."
Joshua B. Halpern and William 11. Jackson. Journal, of
Physical Chemistry 86, 3528 (1982).
2. "Production of CS and S in Comet Bradfield (1979X)."
W.M. Jackson, J.B. Halpern, P.D. Feldman and J. Rahe.
Astronomy and Astrophysics 107, 385 (1982).
3. "Scanning Delay Generator for Measurement of Kinetic
Decays Using Laser Induced Fluorescence Techniques."
Toshua B. Halpern and Theodore G. Towns. Review of
Scientific Instruments 53 1786 (1982).
4. "Oscillator Strength of the CN A 2 H. 4- B 2 E `T' (010)
Transition." Jos'-ua B. Halpern and'Xiao Tang. Chemical
Physics Letters 97, 170 (1983.
Papers submitted for publication or in press:
1. "Photodisrsociation of C2N2, C1CN and BrCN in a Pulsed
Molecular Beam," Richang Lu, J.B. Halpern and W.M.
Jackson. Submitted to the Journal of Physical Chemistry,(1983) .
2. "Photor^issociation Dynamics in a Pulsed Molecular Beam".
Richang Lu, J.B. Halpern and W.M. Jackson. To be published
in Lasers as Reactants and Probes in Chemistry, Howard
University Press (1983) .
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Energy partitioning in the photodissociation and reactions of small
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Multiphoton spectroscopy of small molecules and radicals.
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signals applied to measurement of resonant collision broadening at very
high densities in the 3p1, (6 0 a) state of Pb(208).
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